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Chapter 1 : Drinks & Cocktails with Vodka | Absolut Drinks
The Best Gin Vodka Drinks Recipes on Yummly | Classic Martini {gin Or Vodka}, Gin And Vodka Cocktails For Fall,
Pick-a-liquor Ginger Cocktail.

Alberto Lama Gin is worth drinking any day of the year. But spring seems particularly suited to its green
herbaceousness, citrus-driven brightness and chameleon-like versatility. From Nashville to Portland, these 11
bars and restaurants around the country are doing gin cocktails right. Try making the Bellevue Heights from
this list at home. Choose from versions made with mezcal verde or gin and aquavit made festive with carrot,
ginger, habanero pepper, pickle brine and soy sauce. Bar manager and industry vet Patrick Halloran crafts
beautifully balanced cocktails and has a deep knowledge of calvados and Armagnac , with some vintage
selections on the menu. Halloran and his team also do right by local spirits. Bartender Matt Jernigan created
this Martini variation, the 99 Lives, made with Corsair barrel-aged gin, dry vermouth , Cocchi Americano
aperitivo and Luxardo bitter bianco liqueur to keep the drink spirituous yet graceful. The drink then goes
floral, earthy and vivid from beets, pink peppercorn, lime and hibiscus rose bitters. The Good Lion brings
elevated cocktails to Santa Barbara. Owners Brandon and Misty Ristaino craft smart drinks and serve
complimentary punch while you decide what to order. On the drinks side, bar manager Colin Carroll mixes
by-the-book classics with such inventive originals like the Tomato Marrow Gin Gibson, which stirs
marrow-infused gin with Dolin dry vermouth and celery bitters, then garnishes it with a pickled pearl onion.
The result is a bracing, vegetal riff on a classic Gibson. But cozy couches, bar food and playfully sweet
cocktails offer a break from the chaos. The Two Birds One Stone has enough sweetness to please the Vegas
crowd while being balanced and beautiful. Copper Spoon , Oakland, Calif. Copper Spoon opened late last year
behind owners Carmen Anderson and Vita Simone Strauss, whose new space includes a long wood bar, cozy
booths, lamb merguez burgers and salmon hand rolls. Wise Guy Retreat Gastropub , St. The Wise Guy
features St. George Terroir gin, bright with golden beets, pineapple, pink peppercorn and lemon and topped
off with a mineral splash of Topo Chico sparkling water in a Collins glass. Garnished with a sprig of
rosemary, the herb is torched for dramatic effect and smoky aroma. You may have seen olive oil drops adding
texture to cocktails around the country, and this London dry Martini is silky with EVOO drops. George Aqua
Perfecta basil eau-de-vie. But the intimate space is also about the drinks, thanks to bar manager Julieta
Campos and team. The Bellevue Heights takes inspiration from a classic Clover Club and the
Bellevue-Stratford hotel in Philadelphia, where that drink was invented. Members get first seating and their
own liquor lockers, but anyone can drop in and wait for a spot.
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Chapter 2 : 11 Gin Cocktails to Drink in Bars Now
Though certainly not as numerous as vodka cocktails, there are thousands of great gin cocktails to explore and the list
can be quite overwhelming. Some cocktails work best with a specific gin, some are for acquired tastes and others are
reliable and always there for us when we need them.

Hosting a cocktail party and out to impress? Strain into a martini glass and garnish with a slice of apple. Shake
hard then strain into a tall glass with ice and garnish with a celery stick, lemon wedge and a cherry tomato.
Add a few dashes of ginger bitters, a slice of lime and a sprig of mint to serve. Put a handful of ice cubes into a
tall glass and pour over 50ml vodka followed by the fruit juices. Stir gently to combine then add a few dashes
of Angostura bitters and a wedge of orange to garnish. Fill up the shaker with ice then shake hard. Strain in to
a martini glass and garnish with a slice of orange zest. Crush really well with a muddler â€” or do this with a
pestle and mortar. Top up the tumbler with crushed ice then add 50ml vodka. Stir well to mix all of the
ingredients together and serve. Stir gently and serve. Pour 50ml vodka into a cocktail shaker and add 25ml
triple sec, 25ml lemon juice and a handful of ice. Shake really well until the outside of the shaker feels cold.
Dip the rim of the chilled glass in water, shake off the excess then dip into the sugar and zest mix. Strain the
contents of the shaker into your prepared glass and enjoy. Stir gently until the outside of the glass feels cold
then garnish with a thin slice of lime. Shake really well then strain into a tumbler with extra ice, garnish with a
wedge of lime. Looking for more drinks inspiration? Check out our drinks section for a whole host of recipes
to try. Find out which bottles of vodka came out top in our taste test.
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Chapter 3 : Gin Cocktails - The Ultimate List of 40+ Gin Based Cocktail Recipes
Rum Vodka Gin Cocktail Recipes Recipes. Are you looking for a quick and easy recipe? Cocktails With Gin And Vodka
Recipes. Jam Cocktails Dessert for Two. 1.

Flip 2K Shares Rosemary simple syrup and Bristow gin pair beautifully with tart grapefruit juice in this
rosemary, gin, and grapefruit cocktail. One, because I hate grapefruit. And two, I hate gin. They recently
moved operations to the downtown area. The evening we toured the distillery, I left him home alone with our
two kids. No, not even a little bit. A photo posted by Lisa Bynum cookingbride on May 18, at 5: Going in, I
thought my favorite would be their signature Honeysuckle Vodka. I ended up being very surprised. The stills
at Cathead Distillery This gin has a pretty neat backstory. One of the owners of Cathead wanted to propose to
his girlfriend. Her grandfather was a judge in South Carolina and a prolific gin drinker. This gin was intended
to be a wedding gift for her grandfather only. Good thing they changed their mind. There is magic happening
in them there barrels. I have tried gin before. The Husband occasionally likes to sip on a gin and tonic after the
littles have gone to bed. Later that evening, we were treated to dinner at The Manship Wood Fired Kitchen ,
where we were presented with gin and tonic cocktails made with Bristow Gin. It was delicious and refreshing!
Not surprisingly, The Husband was intrigued by this gin and tonic his non-gin drinking wife came home
raving about. So the next time he made a trip to the liquor store, he bought a bottle. The first bottle went
entirely into making gin and tonics. The traditional name for this drink is a Rosemary Greyhound. The simple
syrup also cuts the bitterness of the grapefruit juice making this sweet and almost floral. At 94 proof, Bristow
Gin packs a punch.
Chapter 4 : Tempting Gin and Vodka Recipes for Cocktail Connoisseurs
Considering how many different cocktails and mixed drinks there are, and the number and variety of new concoctions
that are created every year, it's surprising to discover that two of the most popular drinks are still gin & tonic and vodka &
tonic.

Chapter 5 : Drinks & Cocktails with Gin | Absolut Drinks
Gin, and even cocktail culture, was very much part of the old establishment. Vodka was new and different, not weighed
down with cocktail history or etiquette. It was mysterious with a long, but.

Chapter 6 : These Sizzling Summer Cocktails Will Keep You Cool | Allrecipes
It's time to take your gin game to beyond the G&T. Gin is a diverse spirit, represented by so many distinctly different
styles that there's bound to be one that suits you. See for yourself when you mix one of these 11 gin cocktails.

Chapter 7 : 25 Vodka Cocktails You'll Want to Make Again and Again | Martha Stewart
French75 Cocktail. Champagne cocktails are great, so are gin based ones but when you combine both it's something
special. The French75 is a beautifully refreshing gin cocktail and one that is ever so simple to make, can be be prepared
easily for events and is a great alternative to just serving Champagne.

Chapter 8 : Easy Cocktail Recipes - Son Of A Preacher Man made from Gin,Vodka
Gin can be used in a lot of popular cocktails like the French 75, Gin Tonic, Dry Martini and in many other delicious
cocktails. Discover your new cocktail with gin. Drinks Home Browse Learn Search drink Close.
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Chapter 9 : Gin Drinks Recipes - calendrierdelascience.com
Below, RealClearLife has curated our two favorite cocktails for the gin, vodka, and whiskey categories (aside from the
usuals like an old fashioned or a gin and tonic) that you can make before cooking dinner, after a long day at work, or
when you're hosting.
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